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Austin Marsman, The Democrat Challenger To
Matt Hall Is Pro-Criminal And Anti-Family
By: Geoffrey A. Fields

● Michigan House of Representatives District 42 is represented by Republican

Matt Hall

● He is seeking re-election this November

● His challenger Austin Marsman, a relative newcomer, is a new-style socialist

Democrat

● Marsman is often seen supporting US President Joe Biden and Governor

Gretchen Whitmer on his official campaign pages



● A warning: Austin Marsman represents dark money and a radical vision for

Michigan

● Progressive Voter Guide has a profile on Marsman listing his mission as

bringing “a new generation of progressive leadership” to Michigan

● Marsman was also endorsed by West Michigan Progress PAC in 2022

In Michigan's upcoming election, voters in District 42 are already coalescing behind

Incumbent Matt Hall, who will likely face off against Democratic challenger Austin

Marsman. Critics argue that Marsman’s support for policies like gender-affirming care and

opposition to tough-on-crime measures do not align with the values of District 42

constituents. The outcome of this race could have significant implications for the future

direction of the district and the state as a whole.

Austin Marsman is precisely the sort of individual who should never be granted access to a

position of genuine authority. An opportunist, some would say. Really an extension of the

Democrat machine that pumps out empty suits. A lackey, Austin seeks to represent the

Democratic Establishment and their policies. The same establishment that has waged a

disinformation war against Conservatives, one that Austin is very familiar with.

On Tuesday April 2, Former President Donald Trump visited Grand Rapids, MI to highlight

the horrors of Biden's border bloodbath where an illegal immigrant viciously killed 25

year-old female Ruby Garcia. Austin took this as an opportunity to take a shot at his

opponent who he labeled ‘MAGA Matt' for standing alongside Law Enforcement and former

President Donald Trump.

This divisive rhetoric is a prime example of why Marsman isn't fit for office. Instead of

joining in on calls of Justice for Ruby, His deflection antics are an attempt to shield the
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Biden Administration and Governor Whitmer from any accountability of their failed policies

that are destroying this country.

The Democrats' war on parental rights will continue if Marsman is elected. A staunch

supporter of planned parenthood, gender mutilation of children under the guise of gender

affirming care is something he supports. As well as, weak on crime policies that put

criminals back on the streets of Michigan, Austin's failure to condemn Governor Whitmer's

$500 offer for Michigan residents to house illegal aliens is the latest example of this. The

Governor's call to essentially harbor fugitives of the state is horrifying.

Marsman has worked closely with the Democrats serving as Youth Vice Chair of the

Michigan Democratic Party and Vice Chair of the Allegan County Democratic Party.

Also a former Martin Public Schools Board Of Education Trustee from 2020-2023, Austin

was one of many people who pushed the harmful vaccine and mask mandates on young

children during the COVID19 pandemic. A policy that ignored advice from experts regarding

effectiveness and safety.

Marsman, seen in multiple photos with Governor Whitmer, would be absolutely terrible for

the State of Michigan and House District 42. A quick examination of his past political

contributions to AG Dana Nessel and Rep. Christine Morse shows a pattern of partisanship.

Morse was supported by Democratic Super PACS aligned with George Soros. Receiving as

many as 11 recurring donations totalling over $1Million from EMILY'S LIST, Michigan House

Democratic Fund and Future Now Fund, effectively erasing the door knocking operations,

media buys and grassroots fundraising efforts of her opponent. Expect the same playbook

of ‘‘Democrat Dark Money' to flow into Michigan in a bid to unseat Incumbent [R] Matt Hall.
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(Click To Watch Video Ad) or Via X, formerly known as Twitter
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https://twitter.com/gmoney__23

